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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0105182A2] 1. A system for the decentralized setting of routes in a geographical interlocking station wherein the groups assigned to
the individual route elements such as switches, signals and track sections (switch groups, signal groups, track groups) are equipped with control
circuits which execute a control function in accordance with the setting function to be performed by the respective group and have geographical
inputs and outputs connected to the control circuits of the respective adjacent groups in accordance with the geographical layout of the track system,
characterized by the following features : a) groups usable as route end groups (entrance or exit groups), e.g. signal groups (S1,... S9) or track
groups shown in the track plan as possible exit groups (Z1,..., Z3) which can form the beginning or end of a track route have control elements
(pushbuttons) and/or command inputs which are permanently assigned to a direction of travel and via which the control circuits of the groups in
question can be acted upon directly, b) operation of a control element of a route end group or a corresponding signal at any one of the command
inputs of the route end group initiates the delivery to at least one adjacent group of a route-search data word (D1) typical of the direction of travel
by the control circuit of the group, c) groups which have no control elements or command inputs or whose control elements are not operated on the
one hand store a route-search data word received via a geographical input, together with an item of information marking this input, and on the other
hand transfer the route-search data word to the adjacent groups through all outputs geographically opposite to this input, they execute a fixed setting
programme if route-search data words from two route end groups have been received at oppositely directed inputs within a predetermined period of
time beginning on reception of the route-search data word first received, d) route end groups execute a fixed setting programme if a control element
is operated or a corresponding signal appears at a command input and a route-search data word has been received whose direction-of-travel type
agrees with the direction of travel assigned to the control element or to the command input.
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